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Zadai's Studio
Custom Lucite (acrylic, plexiglass) Lamp Bases and Caps
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Our latest projects & designs on Instagram:
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Our Standard Lucite Lamp Base Dimensions
			Center Hole:  1/2" dia.

Counterbore:  3/4"  dia.

Feet Thickness:  3/16"



		
Options
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We prefer to use feet to prevent scratches.  This also allows room for the cord, so there is no need to drill a cord hole.



Vase Cap Dimensions
			Thickness:  1"

Center Hole:  1/2" dia.



		
Specializing in Custom Lighting
			We have been in the lighting restoration and design business since 1991.  If you need anything out of the ordinary, we are your source.  Whether it's an acrylic or wood lamp base or cap, custom wood or tole designs, or bringing an out-of-date piece back to life, that's our specialty.  We are never too busy to talk with you, just give us a call to discuss your needs.  (706) 745-0500
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